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SECTION _ A

1. Answer any seven questions out of ten. Each question carries two marks. (7x2=14)

a) What do you mean by quantity theorlr of money ?

b) What is Bit coin ?

c) What do you mean by Bimetallism ?

d) What do you mean by IMF Quota ?

e) '/fhat do you rnean by Triffin's paradox ?

f) State any two features of Yankee Bond.

g) What do you mean by Balance of Payment ?

h) What is rneant by lnitial Pubtic Offer (lPO) ?

i) State the importance of ADR and SDR.

j) What dc you mean by Near Money ?

SECTION _ B

Answer any four question! out of six. Each question carries five marks. (4x5=20)

2. Briefly explain the Cambridge cash balance theory.

3. Discuss the essentials of sound currency system.

4. Explain how the Flexible Exchange rate regime influence on lnternational Trade ?

5. Explain the Components of lnternational financial system.

6. Explain the procedure to convert Capital account to Current account and
Vice-versa.

7. Briefly write a note on IMF and World Bank.
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SECTION _ Ci-," 
.. " o,

Answer any two questions out of four. Each question carries twelve marks. (2x12=241

8. "[nternational financial system depends on lnternational rnonetary system."
Comment on this statemep!.

,. .\ .

9. Discuss the different causes of disequilibrium in BoP.

10. "Evils of money destroys the Economic conditions of a country." Comment your
views on it.

1 1. "Standards of a currency of any nation depends on the inflation pressure situation
in a country." Justify this statement.

SECTION - D

Answer the following : (1x12=12)

12. lt "Crypto currency introduced in lndia by near futures it will be boon or bane".

Justify your answer.


